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Our Price $1,395
Specifications:

Year:  2022  

VIN:  L4ZA56T58M1000023  

Make:  Daix  

Stock:  MT000  

Model/Trim:  Gremlin Quad 110cc  

Condition:  New  

Engine:  110 cc  

Exterior:  Yellow  

Mileage:  0

Found these for the folks whose youngin is in between the entry level
and a full sized quad. Numerous parents have told us they simply can't
find one that fits their child. Most youth quads are too tiny, or
WAAAAAAYYYY huge! These seem to fit that in between size
everyone is looking for. Plus, when your youngin gets in a pinch, it has
reverse, so he can just back out. This quad has the fast and fat look
that all the kids are chasing, but in actuality you can govern it down to 4
miles per hour!

It’s Florida, so get out in the sun and have some fun! Spring, Summer,
Fall, and Winter… in Florida...everyday is a good day for an adventure.
Enjoy a type of fun only realized spending time with the family outside
and the roar of a gas powered fun machine.

This streamlined vehicle is powered by a dependable 4 stroke 110cc
motor. (You don’t have to mix the gas and oil.) The durable double A-
arm front suspension, single rear suspension, drum/disc brake, and
improved engine design will ensure a ride that is a cut above.

This quad is lightweight and low maintenance, making this quad perfect
for casual yard, field, and trail riding. Emphasizing safety and
consideration, this youth quad is equipped with the most helpful safety
features available. Parents can rest easy knowing that this quad comes
with a wireless remote shut off switch and a variable speed control box.
The unit can be throttled back to as slow as 4 MPH or opened up to rip
and roar. It has a foot brake, automatic transmission and electric start.
This quad also comes with luggage rack on the front and rear, allowing
the rider to carry a little extra weight to make sure you have everything
you need while riding. This high quality ATV will provide an abundance
of fun & memories!

Parental Wireless Remote Shut-Off Switch

Parental Variable Speed Control Box

110cc of power for a speedy and exciting ride

Electric Start

Full Manufacturer Warranty

Midtown Motorcycles and Scooters has a full service department

Midtown Motorcycles and Scooters has certified motorcycle technicians

No need to hunt down a shop that will work on your stuff

Parts in stock

**If this is not the correct unit, make sure to check out our full Inventory
of youth dirt bikes and quads. **
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